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Abstract: In Austria there is a specialised education (60 ECTS) for “leisure educators”, who
are professionals working in all-day schools in the field of extended education but who are not
teachers. Despite the existence of leisure educators, also teachers are often tasked with su-
pervising extended education settings like lunchtime, extra-curricular activities and un-
committed free time in all-day schools in Austria. This paper aims to illustrate the difference
of prestige that comes with different fields of duty in extended education and the implications
of that difference. The paper is based on a quantitative study carried out in all-day schools in
Vienna. It looks at the prestige of typical professional duties in all-day schools and at the
importance attached to these duties by different professional groups. Leisure educators assign
a higher importance to non-formal activities than teachers or other professional groups do.
Yet, these activities represent relevant fields of duty in respect of training children and
adolescents in 21st century skills. Hence the authors propose to address typical extended
education duties in teacher education to enable all-day school professional teams to work on
eye-level and efficiently.
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Introduction & Background

At a similar point in time Austrian and German politics declared the expansion of extended
education programs in schools to improve both international assessment outcomes and the
compatibility of work and family life. While German and Austrian education systems have
quite similar ongoing discourses about the organisation of extended education programs there
is one big difference: Austria has been having a specific education programme for leisure
educators in schools for years, specifically a one-year training course (60 ECTS1). Germany
does not have such a specific education. In Germany educators and pedagogues with a more
general training may choose to work in all-day schools instead of other pedagogical fields and
according to Steiner (2013) there are also laypeople or professionalized laypeople working in
German all-day schools. Although these lay people and professionalized laypeople work in
less different fields of duty of all-day schools (like e. g. offering different extra-curricular
activities or supervising homework) than pedagogical professional, Steiner (2013) found.

1 ECTS = European Credit Transfer System Points which are used for recognising academic qualifications and
study periods within the European Union. For more information see: https://ec.europa.eu/education/resources-
and-tools/european-credit-transfer-and-accumulation-system-ects_en
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The Austrian training course on leisure education is offered by Austria’s University
Colleges of Teacher Education and its target group are people who want to work in schools but
who have no academic background in the field of education. Leisure educators typically work
in extended education settings, planning and supervising extra-curricular activities, lunch and
uncommitted free time. The specialised professional training for leisure educators is unique to
Austria and this paper is going to discuss differences in appraisement of various professional
duties between the four main professional groups which work in extended education settings
in Austrian all-day schools. These four groups are teachers, leisure educators, principals and
coordinators of extended education and they vary in their basic professional education. While
teachers and principals have all undergone a teacher education, leisure educators have only
completed the one-year specialised training course for leisure educators. Coordinators of
extended education can either have a background as teachers or a background as leisure
educators but the majority comes from a teaching background. Every public Austrian school
has an extended education coordinator assigned with all administrative, coordinating and
planning tasks concerning extended education in schools.

Drawing from several sources the question arose if the different professional groups in
Austrian schools would have different prestige and what effects this could have. “[O]ccu-
pational roles locate individuals in social space” (Treiman, 1977) and with different occu-
pational roles and their associated fields of duty comes different prestige. Domanski (2015)
describes in his book “Prestige” that in Poland university professors have the highest occu-
pational prestige of all occupational groups and that this is based on their specialist knowledge
and qualification. Goyder (2009) argues similarly in his metastudy of occupational prestige in
Canada that high level education is one of the key components for a profession with high
occupational prestige. Goyder found in his Canada-wide dataset on occupational prestige that
the profession high school teacher scored a rating of 80.3 (out of 100) and elementary school
teacher scored 77.5 – a clearly lower rating. Social worker scored 71.4 and child-care provider
in a private home 65.1 – both seem to be most comparable to the profession of leisure
educators, although this is of course a wide stretch. However, it illustrates the smaller prestige
of non teaching education professionals. For reference: the lowest rank Goyder found was
telemarketer with 32.8 and the highest rank was physician with 90.5.

In relation to the higher prestige of teaching duties other question arose: Would pro-
fessional duties ascribed to a more traditional view of school and duties ascribed to extended
education settings be seen as of the same importance by all-day school staff. Would the
education of a professional working in an all-day school have and influence on how they rank
the importance of a field of duty? Our overall hypothesis concerning prestige and importance
of duties in this pilot-study was that staff with a background as teachers (hence teachers,
principals and most of the coordinators of extended education) see a higher prestige and a
higher importance in all-day school duties that are closer to formal learning settings. We
assumed this in relation tho the previously mentioned research on occupational prestige –
because working in more formal learning settings in Austrian all-day schools is related to a
higher level of professional education.

A reason for not just focusing on teachers and leisure educators to answer this question
but also on principals was that Börner (2015) underlines the important role of principals in all-
day schools when it comes to the organisational development of schools and also to staff
development. Since Austrian all-day schools additionally have a coordinator of extended
education who also has a planning / organizing role, we also decided to include them.
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